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Upcoming Events

Wed. March 3rd 12:00PM CT
MacLean Center Annual Lecture Series: "Implementing COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution: Legal and Equity Dimensions" Register Here
Govind Persad, JD, PhD University of Denver Sturm College of Law

Thurs. March 4th 12:00-1:30PM CT
Healthcare 2040: How AI Will Transform Clinical Decision Making Register Here
What will healthcare look like in 20 years? What should we invest in today to help us get there? MATTER and Hillrom present Healthcare 2040, an event series that invites industry leaders working in significantly transformative areas of healthcare to help us explore these questions. Featuring keynote speaker Dr. Greg Moore, Corporate Vice President, Microsoft Health Next.

Wed. March 10th 11:30AM CT
Doctors for America presents: The Pandemic at One Year: A Race Between Vaccines and Variants Register Here
Speakers will touch on how the distribution of new vaccines to the public is being affected by concerns around equity in access to vaccination and what strategies can be used in talking to patients, families, colleagues, and communities in order to build trust.

Moderators: Dr. Farheen Qurashi MD, DFA’s National Board of Directors Member and Matt Wellington Public Health Campaigns Director at U.S. PIRG
Panelists: Stella Safe MD, MPH, Angiie Rasumussen MA, MPhil, PhD, Arghavan Salles MD, PhD, Natasha Bhuyan MD

Wed. March 17th 11:00AM-12:00PM CT
The Vaccine Revolution – How Did It Happen and What's Next? Register Here
Randall S. Kroszner will lead a fireside discussion with Moderna CFO David Meline, ’86, about the impact of healthcare and vaccine distribution on the global economy.
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Opportunities

Pritzker Health Policy Review now accepting submissions: The Pritzker Health Policy Interest Group recently launched their new website – check it out and consider submitting for the spring issue!

"If you’re feeling inspired, we’re currently accepting submissions for our Spring 2021 issue! This issue will be Chicago & UChicago themed, though you are always welcome to submit on any health policy topic. We think this theme is a perfect opportunity for students to speak to their own experiences working, living, and serving in the Chicago community—whether they’ve been involved in free clinic leadership,

Erikson Fellowship Opportunities

Over 20 great Erikson Fellowship opportunities have been distributed to GPHAP first-year students. These are full-time summer internships at UChicago Medicine and BSD. GPHAP can only fund a portion of them, but students have many great ones to choose from. We are grateful to the leaders at UChicago Medicine and BSD for these opportunities. Students are completing their applications now, with a due date of Monday, March 8.

Quern Fellowships – Call for Proposals

The call for Quern Fellowship proposals has been distributed. The due date for the first phase of the application, the Letter of Intent, is Friday, March 12.

2020 Harris Dean's Award: A Conversation with Dr. Anthony Fauci

This Thursday March 4th, 5:30-6:30PM Dr. Anthony Fauci will be be receiving the Harris Dean's Award. Join the webinar conversation and Register Here
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) at the National Institutes of Health will join the University of Chicago Harris School of Public Policy for a conversation hosted by its dean, Katherine Baicker, who will award Dr. Fauci the 2020 Harris Dean’s Award.

Recorded Lectures

Many of the lectures listed in the GPHAP Weekly Digest archive the lectures for later listening. Here are the links to several of the lecture series.

A Catalyst for Humanity: A Conversation with Isabel Wilkerson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxVeDis XKg
Moving Forward by Looking Back: The Coupling of African American History and our Work in Science and Medicine Autumn Mini Series
https://voices.uchicago.edu/bsddiversity/autumn--mini-institute-2020/

CIAS Michael Davis Lectures
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcCr99IAw5Vlji5sekJuTZLQ/videos

McLean Center for Clinical Medical Ethics lectures
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHi1nAgSeq_qC0XLGMhKEPg

Harvard School of Public Health forum lectures
https://theforum.sph.harvard.edu/events/

Bowman Society Lectures
https://pritzker.uchicago.edu/resources/bowmansociety

Understanding Pathologies of Power in the Age of COVID19: https://youtu.be/Z anybody using https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zP3mBvUGCZ7-kRuckW05hA1Iue5k6Mh/view

GPHAP Calendar

Subscribe to the GPHAP iCal to keep up-to-date with all the latest seminars and opportunities available to students!
volunteering to mentor high school students, or have thoughts on UChicago’s relationship with the South Side. Please email your submission to phpr.uchicago@gmail.com using our article template by March 12 at 11:59 PM. Our submission guidelines are linked here. Looking forward to reading your articles!”
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GPHAP Social Media

GPHAP has a Facebook Group for Current Students and Alumni. Go to Facebook and search for The UChicago Graduate Program in Health Administration & Policy or click on: https://www.facebook.com/groups/gphap/

There is a LinkedIn Group for GPHAP Alumni. Current students are welcome to join. Go to LinkedIn and search for “GPHAP” and Request to Join.

GPHAP has a Twitter Page. Please follow @UCgphap.

GPHAP’s calendar: GPHAP iCal

GPHAP’s website is: https://gphap.uchicago.edu

Join the WhatsApp GPHAP Social Group. Students can reach out to see who is going to GPHAP events or to provide info about other activities. WhatsApp Social Group: https://chat.whatsapp.com/invite/BYMEUqshxH1K6xplDS0mAk